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Abstract 
A type of pyrotechnic compositions battery was developed to meet the requirements of a subminiature and fast-
activated reservoir battery which would be applied to shell fuze. This battery was activated by the pyrotechnic 
compositions contained in the electrodes. Once the ignition impulse worked, the pyrotechnic compositions took fire 
immediately and melted the electrolyte. Then the rest pyrotechnic compositions served as anode and cathode. The 
battery began to discharge. Electrical property tests taken on the prototype cells indicated that the performance of the 
pyrotechnic compositions batteries were improved greatly compared with common fuze batteries. Such property 
parameters contained volume, activation time and energy density. 
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1. Introduction 
With the development of technology, guidenization and intellectualization of projectile has become 
an important developing area in military domain to meet the requirements of future warfare. As a result, 
the power source of projectile fuze must have less volume, higher energy density and sensitivity[1-2].  
Both of pyrotechnic compositions and prototype cell contain electron donors(reducing agent) and 
electron acceptors(oxidizing agent). When the electron donors and acceptors interact, redox reaction will 
occur, along with transfer of electrons between them. 
In the reaction procedure, the reducing agents lose electrons while the oxidizing agents gain them. 
Energy transfer also exist in the reaction procedure. Chemical energy is translated into electrical energy 
or heat energy. The reactions are self supporting which can sustain all through the reaction procedure 
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once began[3-4]. Considering the relations between pyrotechnic and prototype cell, a pyrotechnic 
compositions battery was developed and designed. Some appropriate pyrotechnic materials were choosed 
to be electrodes of the cells. Electrochemical reactions take place under certain conditions. 
2. Design of pyrotechnic compositions cell 
Pyrotechnic compositions cells employing molten-salt electrolytes based on pyrotechnic compositions 
as both of the anode and the cathode. The anode material is pyrotechnic compositions which contain 
excessive fule. The cathode material is pyrotechnic compositions with excessive oxidizer. The anode and 
cathode are insulated by a disk of porous separator. Both electrodes contain solid electrolyte. At normal 
temperature, electrolyte doesn’t conduct electricity so that the cell stay in inert state.  
2.1. Choose of material and blending 
The electrode materials of the pyrotechnic cell serve as both active materials for electrochemical 
reaction and heat source for the cell itself. After researched on some candidate materials that with 
oxidizing property and reducibility, PbF2 was chosen as the cathode reactive species for electrochemical 
oxidation reaction and Mg was chosen for anode reactive species. 
According to the burning characteristics of PbF2 and Mg, Al and PbF2 were chosen separately as 
addition agent for burning reaction of cathode and anode. LiF was chosen as electrolyte. 
The equilibrium combustion products of pyrotechnic electrodes at various components were 
calculated based on the least free-energy principle[5]. The thermal energy and temperatures were also 
computed. Based on the calculated results, the nominal formula of the electrodes was obtained. The 
dosages of electrode materials were determined via this nominal formula and experiments ultimately.   
2.2. Design of prototype cell configuration  
The prototype cell of pyrotechnic cell was designed in a three-in-one style that cathode, anode, and 
separator pellet constitute the cell. A plat of Nickel is chosen as collector to satisfy the needs of some 
related mechanics environments. A special suppressed module is used to suppress a circuit of igniting 
ring which composed of pyrotechnic compositions. The section plane of prototype cell is shown in Fig.1. 
 
1.current collector of anode  2. anode  3.  electric separator with apertures  4. cathode  5. igniting ring  6. current collector of cathode 
Fig.1 Section plane of prototype cell 
2.3. Operation process 
The following is whole operation process of pyrotechnic battery. Igniting head catches fire by virtue 
of inflaming pulses. Pyrotechnic of cathodes and anodes immediately takes place burning reaction. 
Electrolyte melt and fill the electric separator. Electrochemistry oxidation of combustible takes place in 
cathode and deoxidization of oxidant goes on in anode. The active matter of both electrodes, molten 
electrolyte which provides electric ions and exterior load compose a circuit and output electricity. 
Electrochemistry system expression of pyrotechnic cell is Mg∣LiF∣PbF2. 
Electrochemistry reaction of anode is as following. 
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Mg-2e→Mg2+                                                                                                                                  (1) 
Electrochemistry reaction of cathode is as following. 
Pb2++2e→Pb                                                                                                                                  (2) 
Electrochemistry reaction of the cell is as following. 
PbF2+Mg→MgF2+Pb                                                                                                                    (3) 
According to thermodynamic principles, while Gibbs function change of system in process of reaction 
must be less than zero, that is △G＜0, reaction can carry on spontaneously. In this reaction, △G=-
450.9kJ/mol＜ 0. Once reaction begins, it can continue. Necessary conditions of thermodynamics 
reactions can be satisfied. 
The relation between Gibbs function change of system and electromotive force is as following. 
G△ =-nFE                                                                                                                                       (4) 
Where n is the chemical computation number of reaction and F and E are the Faraday constant and 
electromotive force of prototype cell. Theoretical electromotive force of cell can be calculated using 
former equation as 2.25V, which means theoretical voltage of pyrotechnic cell is 2.25V. 
2.4. Experimental Analysis 
According to Fig.1, a prototype cell is produced as shown in Fig.2. Its shell is made of copper. In the 
experiment, anode and cathode material are ignited simultaneously by two electric igniting heads. 
 
Fig.2. Prototype cell 
Discharge experiments were made on prototype cells, where resistance of exterior load was 1Ω. The 
discharge curves are shown in Fig.3. A remarkable voltage output after activation is observed from 
discharge curve for both prototype cell No.1 and No.2. According to datas recorded, the discharge 
voltages for two prototype cells are 0.206V and 0.284V separately. 
 
(a) Prototype cell No.1                                     (b) Prototype cell No.2 
Fig.3. Discharge curve of Mg/PbF2 prototype cell  
The result of experiment shows that it is feasible to build a cell with pyrotechnic as electrodes and 
structure discussed in prior sections. But it can not satisfy the need of use for the discharge voltage is too 
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low, discharge process isn’t smooth and time is too short. Some adjustments and improvements must be 
made for electrode material and structure of prototype cell. 
3.   Research on performance improvement 
3.1. Substitution of materials 
The relative molecule mass of PbF2 is rather big (up to 245). In order to ensure the sufficient burn of 
pyrotechnic and enough active matter for electrochemical reaction, it is necessary to increase the 
proportion of PbF2 in electrodes so that the thickness of electrodes will increase correspondingly. The 
conductivity of PbF2 is low, so that the inner-resistance of prototype cell after activation is rather big 
which can’t satisfy the requirements for prototype cell. LiF as electrolyte has too high melting point, so 
that the amount of pyrotechnic for burning reaction will increase and working hours of cell will shorten. 
CaCrO4 is chosen as material for cathode, Zr powder as reducer for redox reactions in cathode (ratio 
of mass: 8:1). Mg is chosen as material for anode, NaNO3 as oxidant for redox reactions in anode (ratio of 
mass: 5:2). LiCl and KCl are chosen as electrolytes (ratio of mass: 45:55, melting point: 352℃). Because 
of the decrease of relative molecule of reactant and use of electrolytes with low melting point, the mass 
and thickness of this chip style prototype cell decrease by one third compared with PbF2 and Mg cell. 
3.2. Structure optimization of prototype cell 
Some improvements are made to satisfy the application need and engineering research of prototype 
cell better. Igniting ring of cathode is taken away and current-stopping ring is placed at edge of cathodes 
(bonds and fiber carrier are produced according to some mass ratio). Igniting ring of cathode is also taken 
away and anode is connected directly with inflaming bar. These methods not only reduce the complexity 
of production of prototype cell, but also avoid short circuit between cathode and anodes due to outflow of 
electrolyte and distortion of cell. 
The primary blue print of prototype cell takes three different size and makes tests on each samples. 
Diameter of cathode and anode, thickness, run time and activation time are shown in Tab.1. 
Tab.1  Test datas of prototype cells with three size 
Cell number Da/mm Dc/mm δ/mm t/s ta/s 
a 7 9 2.00 14~21 0.11~0.14
b 8 10 1.55 33~42 0.11~0.12
c 9 11 1.25 36~45 0.11~0.12
Following conclusions can be gotten from experiments. Prototype cell with small diameter has better 
radial heat-holding ability and longer life of heat. Increase of polarization of electrochemistry and ion-
diffuse due to thickness of prototype cell shorten its working hours. With the increase of diameter, 
working hours of prototype cell prolongs and activation time holds almost steady. According to these 
factors, prototype cell number c with longest diameter is chosen for research on suit-cell. 
3.3. Test on electric performance  
It is observed from experiments on ignition reliability, figuration of electrode after ignition and 
electric performance that performance of prototype cell improves obviously and can satisfy the need of 
use. The discharge curves of prototype cell are shown in Fig.4. 
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As shown in Fig.4, Mg/CaCrO4 cell discharge smoothly and has higher discharge voltage and longer 
discharge time. Peak voltage of prototype cell No.3 declines from 1.52V to 1.32V in 20.40s, as shown in 
Fig.4(a). Peak voltage of prototype cell No.4 declines from 1.68V to 1.56V in 37.76s. 
 
(a) Prototype cell No.3                                         (b) Prototype cell No.4 
Fig.4. Discharge curves of Mg/CaCrO4 prototype cell 
When the designs of fraction, fraction parameters, lids and key parts are finished, pyrotechnic 
compositions battery with desired voltage can be achieved by putting several prototype cells in series. 
4.  Conclusion 
As a kind of energetic material, pyrotechnic can be used for material of electrodes. Under certain 
conditions, pyrotechnic takes place electrochemical reaction and outputs current. The working mode of 
inner heating and activating can decrease heat loss during working hours greatly. This mode can also 
decrease the number of auxiliary parts so as to reduce the mass and volume of cell and improve the 
specific power and specific energy.  
Compared with other fuze batteries, pyrotechnic compositions battery has many merits such as short 
activation time, small volume, high specific energy and high specific power. The merits facilitate the 
equipment and design of energy parts of fuzes and make them ideal energy parts of shell fuzes. 
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